
USER JOURNEY scenario
Claire, 25 
International student living in London; wants to apply for a Schengen VISA for a trip to France to visit her friend during the summer. Claire is a digital native who is tech savvy 
and always looks for effective, practical and easy to use interfaces to get things done. She uses mobile applications for many purposes such as banking and day to day planning.

Stages

Thinking

Feeling

Feeling

Thinking

Doing

Set up Consumption Projects Complete Redeem

Synchronize smartphone
with smart meter(s)

Track daily consumption and 
savings to date

Create a new project

Track existing projects

Organize projects

Customize settings Download consumption data 
(optional for future reference)

Track my passportSecurity Notice

Attend appointment
at center location

Application Processing

Visa & passport collection
at TLSContact centre

What type of visa do I need to 
apply for? How do I apply? 
What documents do I need to 
take with me to the appointment? 
What are the latest updates on 
policies? How long will the
application/whole process take?

Uncertain, slightly anxious, 
inquisitive, pensive, focused

Inquisitive, relieved, a little 
stressed to attend appointment

Relieved, positive, certain for
travel plans, secure for obtaining
the visa 

I should check what are the fees 
I have to pay to apply and the
services offered at the center.
I have to check the procedure 
to apply and verify I have all the 
documents to make sure the
process is smooth and effective.

I have got all the documents ready
and I know what type of visa I am
applying for. I should complete the
requested information, then check
for available apppointments at the
centre. I also have to browse
for insurance coverage and then
accomodation.

I have got everything ready for my
appointment. Let me check the 
exact location of the application
center so I can get there on time.
I’ll also see the security notice, 
what I can or cannot take with me
to the center. I’ll take the bus there,
it looks like the easiest way.

I should check and track my travel 
document/application. Also I want to
know where, when and how I can 
retrieve my documents once they are
ready for collection.

EDIT


